March 2017 Newsletter
‘Lynn I have always believed that if
you listen to children when they are
young they will listen to you when
they are older’
(Stephen Little, father of Heidi and
Eilidh, March 2017).

Dear parents and friends of
Cowgate,
Stephen explained the above quote
to me after Heidi had provided me
with a, very articulate, request to
carry out a task on her behalf.
Stephen looked astonished as Heidi
explained in very careful detail what
was expected of me. He then said, ‘I
never knew all that…’ very proud of
his daughter he turned to me and
said ‘Lynn I have always believed
that if you listen to children when
they are young they will listen to you
when they are older’. I thought what
Stephen said was poignant and
worthy of sharing.

Thanks
Do you know little Betty
from the ‘big room’,
brought June and I a
present.
We each
received an angel. It was
beautifully wrapped and
such a pleasure to
receive. It really gives us
an insight into Betty, her
kind
and
thoughtful
heart. THANK YOU Betty,
June and I will treasure
our angels. They make an
excellent backdrop to the
newsletter too

BA Childhood Practice Conference –
‘The Revolution of Early Childhood
Practice’.
If anyone would like to attend the
BACP conference this year you would
be very welcome. It is on 4 April @
3pm. Priscilla Alderson is the keynote
speaker. Please let me know if you
would like to attend and I will give you
an invitation. Teresa is also presenting
at this event.

This newsletter brings thanks to little Betty;
a ‘things of interest’ section which includes
an invitation from Lucy (mother of Isla
Rose); it brings an update from Creative Star
regarding outdoor learning; information
about ‘blockplay’; an invitation to the BACP
conference; an update about Stickland; and
news that the Brownlee Trust brought us
three books, all gift wrapped and beautiful:
Golden City (which is about Scottish
Children’s Street Games and Songs); The
Singing Street (which is about Scottish
Children’s Games, Rhymes and Sayings) and
The Lore and Language of Schoolchildren by
the Opie’s. We will value them!

Creative Star – Outdoor Learning and Play News March 2017
Please find a link to ‘Creative Stars Newsletter’.
http://creativestarlearning.co.uk

Magical Woodland Walk
Lucy (mother of Isla Rose) would like to invite you all to a ‘Magical
Woodland Walk’ At East Woods, Livingston, 18 March 2017. Please see the
leaflet below.

Blockplay

All children seem to pass through
the same stages when block
building, regardless of what age
they are first introduced to blocks.
How fast they move through the
stages will depend on the amount
of time they have been exposed to
block play. Even an older child
coming into contact with block
building for the first time will begin
at the earliest stages, perhaps
moving more quickly through them
until catching up with others of his
or her own age. Knowledge of
these stages helps adults be able
to provide the materials and
questioning to nudge children
forward in their abilities. In her
book The Art of Block Building
(1933) Harriet Merrill Johnson
identified 7 stages of block building
(we intend to have photographs of
the seven stages up on the walls
soon).

You may have noted that in both
spaces our blockplay corners have
been enhanced; also we have a
new set of outlast blocks outdoors.
This month I attended a Froebel
blockplay training event.
The
tutor, Catriona Gill shared her
knowledge with me and I thought I
would share it with you…

Other writers have identified or
categorised the stages slightly
differently e.g., Guanella (1934)
and Gura (1992) looked at the
dimensions of building i.e., one
dimensional, two dimensional and
three dimensional block forms.
But essentially, they were
observing the same things.

Blockplay is sustainable Blocks need no on-going
maintenance, cannot break,
don’t need batteries, and are
not linked to the latest fad to
be discarded when the next
one comes along. If one
piece gets lost the rest can
still be used.

Blockplay is unique – Although there are
common forms that children use in
blockplay, they use them in unique ways.
Blocks are objects in their own right and
can be explored as such. They can also be
used to explore and represent external
ideas. Blocks can be used on their own or
combined with any manner of other
objects. They allow for open-ended,
symbolic and deep play opportunities.

Blockplay is accessible - regardless of age
or ability. The block area itself provides a
physically delineated space offering a ‘safe’
area for children to work. Children work at
their own pace to develop their skills.
Blocks are predictable, constant and follow
rules. There is no right or wrong way to
build with blocks.

Blockplay does not require
spoken language – a child
can build without speaking.
Gesture, body language and
facial expression are just as
important. Where children
have
English
as
an
additional language or
delayed speech, the block
area gives them an area of
nursery that allows them to
play with no pressure to
speak, but where they are
still able to work cooperatively with others if
they wish.

Block building can improve children's
spatial skills that in turn support
complex mathematical problem
solving in middle and high school.
Playing with blocks helps young
children develop the skills that
support later learning in science,
technology, engineering, and math
(STEM). For low-income young
children, who lag in spatial skills,
such play may be especially
important.

Complex blockplay supports mature
socio-dramatic play, structures are
built to have a role in the game or
story or drama.
Children’s small muscles develop
when they carry and carefully place
blocks together to form a bridge or
make an intricate design. They gain
strength in their large muscles using
hollow blocks, and improve eyehand coordination when they
carefully balance blocks so they
won’t tumble.

As children experience the world
around them, they form mental
pictures of what they see.
Playing with blocks gives them
an opportunity to recreate these
pictures in concrete form. The
ability
to
create
these
representations
of
their
experiences is the basis for
abstract thinking.

Children are very willing to talk
about their constructions when
adults ask questions and show
genuine interest. They increase
their vocabularies when adults
give them new words to describe
what they are doing, and develop
their writing skills by making signs
for their buildings.
Blockplay helps develop spoken
language – blockplay provides a
contextualised
situation
for
language to develop. Verbalising
a child’s actions provides
comprehensible input, words
related to actions. Adults can
support this.

We might see schemas when observing the children in the blockplay
corner, for example –
TRAJECTORY – Children are learning about
height, speed, distance and how things
move.
ROTATION –Through their explorations children develop an understanding
of how objects and themselves turn.
TRANSPORTING – Through exploration children will be learning about
distance, journeys and places, as well as mapping where things are.
ENVELOPING – Children are exploring with
the idea of completely covering objects,
spaces and themselves.
ENCLOSURE – Children are finding out about size, shape, measurement and
volume of spaces.

POSITIONING – Children are learning about
classification, shape, symmetry and mapping.

order,

sequencing,

ORIENTATION –Children are learning out how things look from different
angles.

CONNECTION – Children are finding out about how to join and fasten
things together in different ways.

CORE AND RADIAL – Children are finding out about how to extend
themselves.

Unit blocks are special because
• they have a precise mathematical relationship
• they are open ended and infinitely flexible – they do not narrow the
• learning
• they are wooden and have a natural texture and colour which
bestows neutrality
• they have weight which gives structures strength and stability
without requiring a system for joining (which limits possibilities)
• They obey natural laws of gravity and other forces enabling children
to learn about balance and form
• Unit blocks
• Mini unit blocks
• Hollow blocks
• Mini hollow blocks
They all maintain the 1:2:4 ratio
(like Froebel’s gift 4)
Some online journals you may be interested in reading:
Brian N. Verdine, Roberta M. Golinkoff, Kathryn Hirsh-Pasek, Nora S.
Newcombe, Andrew T. Filipowicz and Alicia Chang. Deconstructing
Building Blocks: Preschoolers' Spatial Assembly Performance Relates to
Early Mathematical Skills. Child Development, September 2013
Wolfgang, Stannard & Jones (2001) - In 7th grade (S1) and later high
school grades, there was a positive correlation between sophisticated
pre-school block performance and maths achievement.
Charles H.Wolfgang, Laura L. Stannard, Ithel Jones. Block Play
Performance Among Preschoolers As a Predictor of Later School
Achievement in Mathematics. Journal of Research in Childhood
Education; Spring – Summer 2001
It really was an interesting presentation. If you would like a copy of the
presentation I would be happy to send it to you.

Stickland Update
You may have been aware that there have
been some changes made to the Stickland
experience. Fundamentally, the changes
were made to make Stickland more
sustainable. Currently the ‘big room’
children are going to Stickland (with the
exception of Ava who dresses herself and
sneaks out with the others).

We were finding it difficult to staff Stickland; as
you may be aware the adult:child ratio is
generous at Stickland, and we were finding it
challenging, but we have come up with a
solution – at least one that will work for us for
the next six months, so we are having a trial.
urther, some of you will be aware that our Yurt
(named Nurt by the children) has be relocated at
Stickland, it was also being repaired and a new
floor laid, so the children have been nomadic,
which changed the experience for everyone.
Our numbers in the ‘big room’ have grown as
smaller children have progressed through this
was another reason for the decision to have only
children located in the ‘big space’ go.
At a planning meeting early this week we talked
of the Sticklanders staying later on the site,
returning to the centre at 5pm for hot chocolate.
Teresa has been delighted with all the parents
who have been coming to Stickland.
Our new website will be live in two weeks –
Teresa is talking about creating a blog to share
the children’s adventures at Stickland.

'The Migration' ....... A Saga which unearths a Legend!
Whilst we prepared for the deconstruction and reconfiguring of our yurt we
have been truly nomadic. Exploring familiar well loved paths, whilst
encountering new pathways to our 'Nurt' (named by IB 2017)
We have mapped the site journeying to familiar spaces, climbing our 'secret
tree', tracing the deers ' pointy' tracks, spying their bobbing white tails
....leading us higher and higher. We have taken time to explore the process
of transitioning to a 'new space’, the children have been immersed in the
transition. We have gifted 'bricks' recycled from our 'old Stickland place'
(LH& OVS) orchestrated a trail of tyres; rolled, shifted and lifted with
'tremendous' strength'(OQVS) and perseverance. The foundations have
been tested, a 'Squirrel box' requested. We have shared the experience
with parents, grandparents, Justin and Moggie our Magical yurt builder. The
weather, the short hours of daylight and the Squirrel have all been a
challenge.... but we now have our 'Nurt' well pegged and fitted with a
'beautiful' bespoke floor which has a magical box incorporated within

The children have delighted in testing the Affordance of the new floor...
their slippers, the Bulgarian bells and the hidden bears. We are so very
grateful for the opportunity to work with such a crafts person, the
children refer to Moggies skills, tools and DJ's declaration 'I like you
Moggie' and I love, love, love, the magic box! F's joy at exploring' this is
so new to me, so new, so new to me'.

We have been inspired to seek out new pathways. Climbing high above
the yurt E D, revealed 'This is Nowhere Land', we followed the winding
path where we discovered, a den, maybe the deer’s den ... or a trap!
Climbing up and over we happened upon a hollowed out tree trunk
where L H declared 'and the legend says once you get in ....you can
never get out!' IB reflected upon this new Nowhere land ...."Well it must
be somewhere land because I'm here."
We are hoping soon to have a family day so that you can join us at
Stickland/ Nowhere land and Somewhere land.

Dear all,
I am presently researching 'Children's Geographies' upon The BA
Childhood Practice course (Edinburgh University). The discourse
incorporates a breadth of concepts which are evident within the 'lives
lived' (Davis, Edwards 2004) by our children, from environment, 'space',
to a 'sense of place' (Tovey) To connections, affordance and embodiment
( Robinson). An integral part of my research is Play.
Article 31 of the United Nations Charter of the Rights of the Child
challenges us to understand play from the perspective of the child, as a
positive factor in children's lives, and from their perspective, as a
necessity of life‘ . (Hodgkin, Newell 2007).
I would be really grateful if you could help by sharing your own childhood
play experiences. The questionnaire is anonymous and voluntary. The
results shall be part of a presentation at The BACP conference which is
entitled 'The Revolution of Early Childhood Practice.
Thank you for your time,
Teresa
You may complete the form and send it to the following email address,
treesbolger@icloud.com
If you prefer You may print it off and leave it in my tray at
reception(Teresa)

Where did you play as a child?

Do you recall a specific place where you played? How often did you play
there?

Who did you play with?

Where there adults present when you played? Do you recall
their presence?

How would you define your Play experiences?

How would you define Play?

What values do you associate with Play opportunities?

Until next month
Warm wishes from Dr Lynn McNair O.B.E. and the Cowgate
team.

